Greens Mowing Instructions
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Get Garage Door Key
Roll out the riding mower.
Bring out the grass catcher on the mower.
Roll out the greens mower
Preparation for mowing
Check the gas
Fill gas if there is any question.
(NEVER fill gas on the green.  
It kills the grass.)
Start
Turn switch on - Down is Start.
Gas on - lever forward.
Choke engine - lever toward back.
Engage engine start rope - pull.
Turn off choke when engine has started.
Moving
Safety bar on handle - squeeze.
Forward lever - engage slowly.
Throttle up to medium low RPM.

Fill
Gas

Throttle

Forward
Switch - down to ON

Safety Bar
Choke shown off Top slide
Gas shown on Bottom slide
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On to the Green
Place Greens ramp
Remove travel wheels
Lean mower forward 		 bring down kick stand.
Wheel tab down and
		 pull to remove wheel.
Lean mower forward - kick stand will 		
		 snap up (don’t get hit).
Start engine
Roll down ramp
Squeeze safety bar
Forward lever - slowly engage
Go to Greens corner
(See direct chart in club house)
Engage Blade
Install Grass Catcher
Set medium RPM
Slowly engage Forward lever.
Turns
Let go of safety bar about
		 4 feet from ditch
Turn to next path 		 turn mower 180 degrees
Adjust path so the mowed green edge
is even with the edge of the
Grass Catcher logo.
Last, do the 4 edges of the green.
Watch the Greens edge board when above the grass don’t let cutting
blades near.
Engage blade
Shown off
Turn to right = ON
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Off the Green
Before going up ramp disengage cutter lever.
Remove grass catcher.
Tip mower to keep blades off ramp.
Cleaning
Set water access
See water control in club house
Always reset to the
Round Dial to
Found Position
Set Round Dial to Manual
Set Program to

C

Use Left/Right Arrow to set
#5 (non-blinking #)
Set Time Square Button
up/down (flashing #) a good time is 10
Turn Dial to Run
(The flashing Water Water symbol
confirms the correct setting.)
(When done - reset Round Dial.)
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Get the short cleaning hose from the hook
above mower storage area.
Hose ‘tab” in water pipe slot.
Turn 1/2 turn Clockwise.
Turn lever on at water nozzle.
Clean the mower completely.
Put Wheels back on.
Back to the Garage
Replace mower.
Set grass catcher on top.
Rehang hose.
Return garage key to hook.
Go to Water Control.
Reset round dial to Found Position.

Remove Ramp From Greens.
Ramp left on green on a warm sunny day
will kill grass.

Mowing Directions
(Check club house for updates and confirmations)
Monday / Tuesday - both greens mowed NE to SW
Thursday / Friday - both greens mowed NW to SE
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